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Where is HTE most relevant?



Real World Evidence (Sec. 3022)



Novel Clinical trial Designs (Sec 3021) 

Requires FDA to develop guidance on use of novel clinical trial designs (including 
pragmatic designs, adaptive designs) ….

Particularly well suited to address HTE as pragmatic trials are ideal for 
evaluating HTE in the diverse patients recruited from a usual care setting; 
adaptive trials can be structured to adapt randomization based on 
heterogeneity in response

Possibly the guidance should be about how results in subgroups are reported 
or how IPD is submitted to allow for exploration for HTE by reviewers

That appropriately account for multiple subgroups and pre-specification of 
these subgroups,  etc.

Guidance on qualitative and quantitative information for submission

Guidance on analysis methods



Real World Evidence (Sec 3022)

Requires FDA to establish a program to evaluate the potential use of real 
world evidence to: 

Help support the approval of new indications for approved drugs

Help support or satisfy post approval study requirements





(Devices)

• whether the RWD adequately captures patient medical history 
and preexisting conditions, as well as the follow-up information 
needed to evaluate the question being addressed

• whether sufficient data elements are collected to adjust for 
confounding factors that may impact the exposure or outcomes 
of interest

Important relevance factors that FDA will assess to determine if the RWD are 
suitable for regulatory use include…

[hopefully, that question will include whether there is HTE 
in important subgroups]

[or, better yet, to evaluate the HTE that is attributable to these 
“confounding factors”]



Closing …

21st Century Cures Act opens a lot of 
room to better incorporate HTE evaluation 
into FDA’s regulatory work
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